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Sustainability is a must in today’s world and at Schulze Brakel, 
we are working to be part of the solution.  In partnership with a 
leading foam company we have developed some ground breaking 
technology that reduces the CO2 footprint of our dominant 
material, foam. This development has lead to the launch of the 
world’s first sustainable windscreen for microphones with our 
any performance compromise.
Our solution: replacing crude oil by vegetable oil while focusing 
on maintaining the was acoustic and physical properties to be 
on-par with the legendary SchulzFoam.
We are proud to offer the new SchulzGreen product: 

Based on vegetable oil (European rapeseed oil) vs. crude oil

Same sound transparency as traditional SchulzFoam

Wide Range of customization possibilities including  shapes,
colors and surfaces.

World's first sustainable WindscreenRevolution
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As oil reserves dwindle, the need for products made from 
renewable resources is growing. Extracting and processing 
crude oil has major environmental consequences, such as oil 
spills, air pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions.
Natural oils, being renewable, typically have a smaller environ-
mental impact.

Foam production from crude oil involves toxic chemicals, like 
isocyanates and solvents, posing health risks to workers, while 
natural oils can be processed with fewer harmful substances. 
Replacing the main ingredient in foam making from crude oil to
locally grown vegetable oil was an easy choice.

Achieving the same properties was a challenging task.
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Microphone without windscreen Microphone with SchulzFoam windscreen

Microphone with SchulzGreen windscreen

Third party independent tests confirm excellent sound transpa-
rency. Compared to the legendary SchulzFoam, there is virtually 
no difference.
Sustainability without giving up on sound quality

Since flocking is the #1 choice of our customers, we provide 
nearly colors in combination with SchulzGreen. White and light 
gray will be available later.  
By using our dying process we can provide a limited choice of 
colors for the unflocked products. Black is immediately 
available.

Sound transparency

Color

Personalization About us
All printing processes are available with SchulzFoam: Schulze-Brakel is the leading manufacturer of foam solutions 

for the sound industry. Our legendary Schulz for microphones 
are the global benchmark. 
Over 500 standard shapes, an unlimited choice of colors and 
perfected printing processes for your peerless presentation on 
TV and Radio, sport and company events, bloggers & youtubers. 

Since 1949 we are serving customers with the best quality 
product combined with a best-in-class customer service and 
short delivery times at a competitive price.

SchulzEco for one-color logos

SchulzScreen for highest quality with limited number of 
colors in the logo

SchulzTech producing brightest colors and unlimited
possibilities
.Schulz3D offering a perfect solution for OEM windscreens.
Unflocked only.


